
Overall Statement 

 

The exocyst complex is highly conserved platform essential for polarized secretion, polarity 

and morphogenesis in eukaryotes. After its discovery in yeast, numerous studies have been 

performed in fungal and animal cells. The group around Viktor Žársky and Fatima Cvrčková 

has discovered and characterization of the exocyst complex in plants. These three PhD Thesis 

represent further significant advancement in our understanding of this critical evolutionary 

conserved octameric complex coordinating targeting, tethering and polarized secretion of 

secretory vesicles in cells of Arabidopsis. Hana Toupalová has analyzed the AtSEC15b subunit 

and its interaction partner AtRABA4a, Edita Janková Drdová has studied roles of the exocyst 

in the polar auxin transport, and Matyáš Fendrich has focused on interactions of the exocyst 

complex with the plant cytoskeleton and impacts of these interactions on the plant cytokinesis 

and plant morphogenesis. 

 

 

Review Report to the Thesis by Hana Toupalová: 

Exocyst subunit AtSEC15b: its role in plant cell morphogenesis and characterization its 

Rab interacting partner 

 

Hana Toupalová has presented PhD Thesis which is illuminating with very important topic of 

plant cell biology. The focus is on AtSEC15b subunit of the Arabidopsis exocyst complex. 

Her aims are to put AtSEC15b into evolutionary context, to discover interacting partner(s) for 

the AtSEC15b, determine subcellular distributions of AtSEC15b with its Rab GTPase partner, 

and to characterize T-DNA insertional mutants for identifying biological functions for this 

particular subunit as well as for the whole exocyst complex. It can be safely concluded that 

she has been successful in achieving of all of these bold goals. Hana Toupalová starts her 



Thesis with an impressive Introduction covering 30 pages. She covers extensively all topics 

relevant to her Thesis, her Introductions reads nicely and could be transformed into Review 

article easily. The Results section starts with phylogenetic analysis of Sec15 genes in eukaryotes. 

Then she compares the expression of the AtSEC15b with its paralog gene AtSEC15a, which 

seems to be expressed especially during flower development. Major achievement of Hana 

Toupalová is identifying of AtRABA4a, which is homologous with Rab11 GTPase that is 

interacting with Sec15 in mammalian cells, as the interacting partner of the AtSEC15b. Her 

yeast two-hybrid assay revealed direct and strong interactions between the AtSEC15a and 

AtRABA4a. Importantly, AtRABA4a co-immunoprecipitates with the exocyst complex in 

soluble protein extract of Arabidopsis, and AtSEC15a growth defects of budding yeast sec15-1 

mutant phenotype. Further, she investigated the subcellular distribution of both AtSEC15b 

and AtRABA4a via GFP- and mRFP-tagged constructs and biolistic internalization into 

tobacco leaf and BY-2 suspension culture cells. Both proteins localized diffusely within the 

cytoplasm, but showed also some stronger signals at the plasma membrane or near nuclei. 

AtRABA4a is sometimes enriched in spot-like structures not labeled with the AtSEC15b 

construct. This localization pattern has further been extended via stable transformation of 

Arabidopsis seedlings. This approach fully confirmed the localization data from transient 

expression analysis, and it revealed also another aspect – both proteins are highly enriched 

within cytokinetic cell plates. Intriguingly, the cell plate is enriched with the AtSEC15b from 

the early stage but then getting weaker up to the point of cell plate insertion into mother cell wall 

when it gets again stronger. Afterwards, the AtSEC15b remains associated with maturing cell 

plate / early cell wall for another hour. AtRABA4a is also enriched with the early cell plate but 

then gets depleted in the mature parts and its high amounts are restricted to the growing leading 

edges of expanding cell plates. After the insertion of the cell plate into the mother cell walls, the 

AtRABA4a signal decreased rapidly. Difficult proved the characterization of the identity of 

AtRABA4a-positive compartments. Golgi marker (ST:YFP), MVB-PVC marker (GFP:BP-80), 



and recycling endosomes marker (AYFP:tRABE1d) , all proved only partially useful as they did 

not result in co-localization with the AtRABA4a compartments. Nevertheless, there are further 

markers available to further probe and characterize the identity of these compartments. In order 

to characterize functions of AtSEC15b in Arabidopsis seedlings, the atsec15b-1 T-DNA line 

has been obtained from the Salk collection. Similarly as it was reported for the AtSEC15a earlier, 

this mutant shows male-specific sexual transmission defects. Moreover, further analysis reveal 

that, similarly as AtSEC15a, also AtSEC15b is important for pollen tube tip growth. Finally, the 

atsec15b-1 mutant line showed that AtSEC15b is essential for proper seedling development as 

atsec15b-1seedlings showed dwarf statues with reduced apical dominance. Nevertheless, this 

requires for tests and experiments using complementation assays. Mutation in AtSEC15b has 

also been shown to affect also embryo vitality. The Thesis of Hana Toupalová finishes with 

the Discussion which, with respect of the extensive Introduction and excellent data and results, 

might be a little bit longer as only 10 pages. But she has managed to discuss all the important 

points in relevant manner. In conclusion, this PhD Thesis certainly fulfills all the relevant 

criteria for such Thesis and I am happy to recommend acceptance of this excellent PhD Thesis. 

 

Súhlasím. 

 

František Baluška 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


